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“When families are strong, America is strong”

Hilary Clinton

“The greatest tool to lift people, to lift children and families from
poverty, is one that decreases the probability of child poverty by
82 percent. But it isn’t a government program. It’s called
marriage”

Marco Rubio
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Marriage Facts

I Fraction of the population that has ever been married has
dropped dramatically since 1960

I Fall in the fraction married is greatest for the non-college
educated

I Emerging racial disparities in marriage patterns

I Age at first marriage rising and the age gap between men
and women at marriage has fallen



Ever Married by Education Group

Greenwood, Guner, Kocharkov & Santos (2015)



Racial Differences in Martial Outcomes

Stevenson & Wolfers (2007)



Marriage Rates by Age

Stevenson & Wolfers (2007)



Marital Histories: Born 1940-5, Assessed 2001

Stevenson & Wolfers (2007)



Interracial Marriage
I Also changes in the likelihood and characteristics of

interracial marriages over time

Freyer (2007)



Interracial Marriage

Freyer (2007)
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Interracial Marriage

Freyer (2007)



Interracial Marriage

I Above doesn’t adjust for differences in the ‘relative supply’
(relative population sizes of groups) across groups

I E.g. Asians may have higher rates of intermarriage as they
make up a relatively smaller proportion of the population
and thus most marriage prospects are non-Asian

I Black female - white male pairings become the least likely
combination given the population weights of the two groups

I Decline in Asian intermarriage disappears once look at
native born pairings

I Intermarriage shifted to being a more educated
phenomenon



Cohabitation

I Decision to form a household increasingly decoupled from
the decision to marry — cohabitation emerging as an
important institution

I NB Lack of data an issue in this area — direct measures
not introduced until early 1990s, until then would try to infer
based off household composition



Cohabitation: US & Denmark

Browning, Chiappori & Weiss



Cohabitation

I Often seen as a ‘stepping stone’ to marriage although
often not in reality

I 34% announced plan to marry; 36% ‘almost certain’
(National Survey of Fertility Growth, 2002)

I Amongst cohabiting couples in 1997, 50% weren’t together
after 5 years, and 25% had married

I While most cohabitations don’t lead to marriage, marriage
is now typically preceded by cohabitation

I For first marriages in early 2000s, 59% had cohabited with
spouse — contributing to rise in age at first marriage

I Even more common amongst those previously divorced,
75%



Cohabitation

I Couples who cohabit before marriage more likely to get
divorced than those who don’t

I Might have expected the opposite as have better
information about match quality

I Differential selection?



Cohabitation

I Much lower cost often to dissolve this type of family
arrangement

I Married and cohabiting couples face different legal
regulations, which vary across states; also differential tax
treatment

I Although shift to unilateral divorce and pre-nuptial
contracts have also reduced cost/increased ease of
dissolving a formal marriage too



Why Does Anyone Get Married Anymore?

I Production complementarities decreasingly central to
modern life

I Consumption complementarities and insurance now
emphasised to a much greater degree

I Would suggest changes in the marriage rate and who
marries whom



Basic Economics of Matching

I Many potential partners creates competition over matches

I Analyse who gets whom, and the sharing of gains from
marriage within a market framework

I Matching markets – no prices and the other side’s
preferences matter



Basic Economics of Matching

I Rule out transfers — marriage generates an outcome for
each partner that is fully determined by the traits of the
partner (i.e. cannot compensate a partner for your
deficient traits)

I Finite number of men, M, and women, W

I Each man has a preference ordering over all women, and
each women has a preference ordering over all men



Basic Economics of Matching

Who will marry whom?

1 2 3
1 3, 2 2, 6 1, 1
2 4, 3 7, 2 2, 4
3 1, 1 2, 1 0, 0



Gale and Shapley



Stable Matchings

I Look for ‘stable’ matchings

I There is no married person who would rather be single

I There are no two people who would prefer to form a new
union

I In a frictionless world, a marriages that don’t satisfy these
conditions either will not form or will not survive



Gale and Shapley (1962)

I A stable matching always exists (but is not necessarily
unique)

I Propose an algorithm (Deferred Acceptance) that
generates a stable outcome in a finite number of steps

I Now used in a wide variety of settings



Gale and Shapley (1962)

1. Each man proposes to his most favoured woman

2. Woman reject any offer than is worse for them than staying
single; If they get more than one offer, they keep their best
one (“engagement")

3. All men who are not engaged propose to their most
preferred woman amongst those who haven’t rejected
them

4. Women reject all dominated offers, including currently held
engagements

5. Repeat until no man is rejected; then the process stops



Gale and Shapley (1962)

I Convergence ensured as no woman approached by the
same man more than once and finite number of individuals

I Yields a stable assignment because women can hold all
previous engagements

I So if there is some pair not married, it will only occur
because

I The man did not propose — found a better mate or
preferred staying single

I The man proposed and was rejected — the potential wife
found a better match or preferred staying single
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Basic Economics of Matching

Who will marry whom?

1 2 3
1 3, 2 2, 6 1, 1
2 4, 3 7, 2 2, 4
3 1, 1 2, 1 0, 0



Basic Economics of Matching

Courtship norms matter — Women go first....

1 2 3
1 3, 2 2, 6 1, 1
2 4, 3 7, 2 2, 4
3 1, 1 2, 1 0, 0



Allowing for Transfers & Production

I Within the household, might imagine that you can
compensate your partner for your poor traits by giving
them more consumption

I Foundational theory due to Becker (1973)

I Stable matches are those that maximise total output over
all marriages

I Marital output going to depend on how partners traits
interact in the household production function



Assortative Matching

I Imagine that can rank all males by a male trait x and all
females by a female trait y

I All men agree on the ranking over all women, and all
women agree on the ranking over all men

I With transfers, marriage patterns depend on how these
traits interact (complements or substitutes) to produce
gains to marriage

I NB Assuming here no search frictions and perfect
information...



Assortative Matching

I Positive assortative matching — high x ’s get married to
high y ’s

I x and y are complements — the impact of an increase in
the female attribute rises with the level of the male attribute

I Negative assortative matching — high x ’s get married to
low y ’s

I x and y are substitutes — the impact of an increase in the
female attribute falls with the level of the male attribute



Questions for the Presentations

I Is there positive assortative matching with respect to
income/education? How has this influenced overall
patterns of income inequality?

I How does marriage market competition (relative number of
men and women) influence matching patterns?



Matching on Income and Wages

I Theory ambiguous as to which direction this should go

I Gain to marriage = joint consumption of market produced
public goods

I Match with those to whom have similar preferences/income
levels so have similar demands for the public good

I Positive assortative matching

I Gain to marriage = specialisation and comparative
advantage with home produced goods

I Match a spouse with high market wages to those with low
market wages who can then specialise in home production

I Negative assortative matching



Matching and the Sex Ratio

I Sex ratio = number men/number women

I Human sex ratio is reasonably stable at ∼1.04 in most
societies

I However, the number of men available to marry at any one
time can be very imbalanced

I One child policy in China, sex-selective abortions,
gendered immigration patterns, and differential
investments in young boys and girls also creating growing
imbalances in some regions



Sex Ratio in China & India



Sex Ratio in the US
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Sex Ratio in the US

I 60% of black high school dropouts incarcerated or dead by
age 35 (Brookings, 2015)

I Women are now, on average, more educated than men —
will be likely to see women marrying down or not marrying
at all

I Bertrand, Kamenica & Pan (2015): distribution of share of
income earned by the wife exhibits a sharp drop to the
right of 50%, which rationalise by gender identity norms
inducing an aversion to women earning more than men
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